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PostPanic Pictures is a long format division of PostPanic, an Amsterdam-based hybrid film company founded in 1997 by 
Mischa Rozema and Jules Tervoort. PostPanic Pictures remit is to introduce exciting storytelling featuring new directorial talent 
and fresh ideas, to the film industry. 

Its debut project is the philosophical Sci-Fi film SUNDAYS. Directed by Mischa Rozema, the concept short for SUNDAYS was 
produced by PostPanic Pictures who funded the production themselves and via money raised by the Kickstarter community. 
Following the filming in Mexico City, PostPanic Pictures embarked on a successful social media campaign throughout the post 
production phase, gathering a worldwide audience who not only counted down to the release of the film but also helped raise 
the profile of the film amongst key online communities. The online release of SUNDAYS end of March 2015 resulted in a 
feature film deal with Warner Bros after just one week. 

As a creative company, PostPanic has made its name over the past 18 years due to its uncompromising and visionary approach 
within highly creative commercial film projects. Applying importance to not only brave, emotional storytelling but the 
accompanying visual craftsmanship required to make a worthy piece of work, has garnered a strong fan base which extends 
widely within the international creative on-line community (in particular design and VFX artists). This exposure to a highly 
skilled and sophisticated community of 'makers' means PostPanic Pictures is in a unique position to identify and directly work 
with some of the best directorial and creative talent around. 

Its highly unique hybrid production set-up - encompassing development, live action and post-production - promotes a 
natural, organic manner of working with layers of multi-tasking creatives and producers centered around the director whilst 
also creating space for individual specialist artistic influences (often heavily within CGI). This provides the perfect catalyst from 
which to launch more ambitious feature film projects which often encompass world creation but are always defined by highly 
visual story-telling. PostPanic Pictures is currently in the process of developing a number of wide-ranging stories/film projects, 
with some of the most exciting directorial talent around. With Jules Tervoort, Mischa Rozema and Ania Markham at the helm, 
PostPanic Pictures is optimistic about its future relationships with partners to introduce a new, pioneering energy into the film 
industry landscape.  
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    "These are really exciting times for us with the launch of PostPanic Pictures and it really feels like we’ve come full circle after 
founding PostPanic 18 years ago. Mischa and I started out making films back when we were students and it’s always been our 
passion. At this moment in time, with the experience from years of making commercials under our belts, it feels like the right 
decision to also start producing long format content again and turn this new division into a sustainable business addition to 
the expanding PostPanic family. We are able to fully appreciate how our company has grown to stand for what it represents 
today and SUNDAYS is a significant first step in a very interesting future for our brand. " 
    Jules Tervoort, Founding Partner / Producer, PostPanic Pictures 

    "Our drive is innovative storytelling and we've been doing that in our own, special PostPanic way for the past 18 years 
within the commercial world. We've been itching to make this venture into long format and with Mischa Rozema's SUNDAYS 
forging the way, we are proving that the film industry might just be ready for something a bit different. Our strengths lie in 
being able to identify and work with some of the freshest new directorial talent, crafting visionary, emotional and wide-
ranging film ideas. And because of our unique production set-up, we can develop, define and then apply using our expertise 
right through the whole production process, therefore making ambitious - often VFX-filled - stories, realistically accessible. " 
    Ania Markham, Producer, PostPanic Pictures 
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